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This is for all the people who say out there that our information is "corrupted" or negative. I 
write this as it is beyond my comprehension to understand why. What´s corrupted about our 
information exactly? People don´t like the fact that the Federation runs Earth and is not such a 

love and light organization? Or that papayas are ruining humanity? Or that CIA is infilitrating the 
UFO communities? What´s corrupted exactly about that?  

 
 

Why are the so called awakened people who already supposedly "woke up" to the atrocities of 
the system and all kinds of negativities running in this Matrix, stop at a certain level and don´t 
want to dig deeper?? It boggles my mind. Those awakened people also talk to their friends 

about shadow government, chemtrails, satanic rituals, food additives, lies on TV, 5G, dangers in 
vaccines. Sorry to say: you are spreading fear and negativity! OR ARE YOU? I am sure you 

don´t see yourself being negative. You think you are waking them up no? Well, same here! 
 
 

What we are doing is waking up the awakened ones. Sorry to say, there is more Matrix down 
the rabbit hole, it ain´t all pretty, and I wish to undig it all as only then it can be dealt with. 

Some will stay on the surface level of awakening, others will dare to look further. Your reaction 
to us unraveling deeper layers of the Matrix is the same as the unawakened people react to YOU 
revealing all the above (chemtrails, food additives, lies on TV, 5G, dangers in vaccines, etc).  

 
 

What do people want to hear exactly? How love and light is winning? That Cabal is being 
defeated and elves are being rescued from DUMBS? That they are liberating planet Fufu in the 
far away place in the galaxy? None of that would be true, or relevant, so why even go there?  

 
 

What IS true though is that the fight is not over and we must all continue to plunge forward 
against the Cabal´s actions against our race, or we won´t make it when the Cabal hits us all 
ignorant and looking at rainbows instead. It is already doing this while we clap all happy 

because the "planet Fufu gets liberated." This is war, HERE, on EARTH, and THIS IS WHERE the 
action must take place. NOW. Do NOT wait. 
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Yazhi is a warrior, mass agitator, she has experience gathering crowds and leading them to 

battles. But she doesn´t do that wasting time distributing biscuits. Neither do I. So what we do 
is not for the fainthearted. Stay strong and fight for the humanity or perish. We ain´t your 

regular New Age group. We are rebels. And among the few ones that truly care about the fate of 
this race. We don´t hide behind facades. We don´t sell books and are not here to gather happy 
fans. We are here to do what WE feel is the right thing to do. In the end, we do this for 

ourselves. Like us or hate us, but we will continue doing it our way as it is the only way we 
know. 
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